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garmin-mapsource-nmea-kit-firmware-v1.1.7.zip
(win32) download unrar xbins. locate your garmin-
mapsource.rar file on your computer. to open a.rar
file with winzip, select "winzip" from the file menu,
then select "open rar file" from the "file" menu. this
version of the garmin mapsource allows you to
update garmin basecamp 3. this is just a check to
ensure you have the latest version of the software.
if you're on a windows 98/nt/me or windows
2000/xp, please ignore the following file in the
\garmin\garmin-mapsource\garmin-mapsource.rar
file. if you're on a windows 98/nt/me or windows
2000/xp, please ignore the following file in the
garmin-mapsource. click next to continue. some
garmin maps require the mapsource program to be
updated with the required code when you install the
map. if you find you need to update it, download the
mapsource from garmin's site. this will update the
mapsource program. if you already have the correct
mapsource version, you don't need to download
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another one. also, the mapsource may already be
running, but not show up on the garmin basecamp
menu. to open the mapsource, press the right
mouse button on the mapsource icon. select "open
mapsource". garmin basecamp 3 is a software
program that is used for storing and viewing maps,
tracks, and other data. it stores your data online,
and allows you to transfer it from garmin basecamp
3 to garmin gps-enabled devices, or to other garmin
basecamp 3 users via computer network. also see
the garmin basecamp 3 user manual at garmin. us/
basecamp_3/ manual. html. in order to update your
garmin basecamp 3 program, you must have a valid
garmin basecamp 3 license key. garmin basecamp
3 licenses are available from the garmin website at
garmin. com/ gps/ basecamp_3/ license. there are
two versions of the garmin basecamp 3 program. if
you are using the first version, you will need to
download and install the latest version from the
garmin website.
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the the key to the program is the map id. it's a
string of hexadecimal digits. the hexadecimal

representation is 170. so i'll pick the map id for the
us. i figured out how to find the id from the garmin
mapsource program. i had to use the calculator to

convert from hex to decimal. now, the code
generator is fun. i have a 650 with a 25 character
code to unlock my maps. i have a 1 gb card, so i
can't use the mem card.1) opened the garmin

unlock generator 1.3 program2) input gps unit id in
the first box.3) clicked on generate for the your gm
xt device lock code to generate a code.4) in select
map product, scrolled down to custom mapset and
entered 170 for us city navigator 8 mapset as per
hex code converted to decimal in the registry.5)

clicked on generate for the your map unlock code to
generate another code.6) opened mapsource.7)

clicked on utilities - unlock maps and unlock wizard
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is started.8) clicked on next9) clicked on yes, i have
a 25-character unlock code.10) input the generated
codes from the keygen, and only unlocks the map
within mapsource. input either generated code,
issue remains.11) upon copying the maps from

mapsource, states that maps are not unlocked for
gps device.anyone have any success with unlocking

the maps for their gps device thanksstrtebeker
wrote in message

news:2luun31ihst5u57nr.4ax.com. 1.3 is on
thepiratebay.org if the map you want isn't built in, it

would appear you can add the map id string
manually to work it out.if i get chance, i'll try to

confirm that my legit cs:eu unlock code comes out
the same as the one the util generates. 5ec8ef588b
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